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We study the production of doubly charged excited leptons at the LHC. These exotic states are
predicted in extended weak isospin composite models. A recent analysis of such exotic states was
based on a pure gauge model with magnetic type interactions. We include here the mechanism
of contact interactions and show that this turns out to dominate the production of the doubly
charged leptons. We perform a feasibility analysis of the observation of the tri-lepton signature
associated with the production of the exotic doubly charged lepton simulating the response of a
generic detector. We give exclusion plots in the parameter space, within statistical uncertainties, at
different luminosities.
PACS numbers: 12.60.Rc; 14.60.Hi; 14.80.-j
I. INTRODUCTION
Notwithstanding the recent experimental observation
of the Higgs boson [1] at the large hadron collider (LHC)
at CERN, which is only the last of a spectacular series
of experimental observations in total agreement with the
highly successful Standard Model (SM), the theory of
the fundamental interactions of elementary particles, an
impressive effort is at the same time being undertaken
by the high energy physics community to unravel signals
of possible scenarios beyond the Standard Model (BSM).
The recent runs at
√
s = 7, 8 TeV of the LHC accelerator
have witnessed a tremendous amount of new analyses
that are continuously pushing up exclusion bounds on
the parameter spaces of many BSM models.
Compositeness of ordinary fermions is one possible sce-
nario of new physics which is receiving quite lot of atten-
tion both from the experimental and theoretical point of
view. It has been realised quite a while back [2] that
if leptons and quarks do have a further level of sub-
structure one may generically expect both (i) excited
states, generally referred to as excited quarks and lep-
tons, and (ii) contact interactions not only between lep-
tons and/or quarks but also between excited states and
ordinary fermions.
Phenomenological models of excited leptons and
quarks have been proposed that rely on the iso-spin in-
variance and through this symmetry magnetic type in-
teractions between excited and ordinary fermions are ex-
pected [3, 4].
Contact interactions have also been discussed early on
in connection with high energy collider physics [2, 5].
The vast majority of the literature has concentrated with
flavour conserving and flavour diagonal contact interac-
tions. Flavour changing contact interactions are of course
severely constrained by processes like K0L → µe, D0D¯0
and K0K¯0 mixing [2, 6] with bounds on the compos-
iteness scale (Λ) ranging in the interval 30 ÷ 800 TeV.
Nothing prevents however to consider flavour conserving
but non-diagonal contact interactions. This is a some-
what model dependent hypothesis although it suffice to
assume that different flavour quarks and/or leptons share
the same constituents, which surely it is not a very far-
fetched assumption.
From the experimental point of view a substantial
amount of literature is available regarding searches at
high energy colliders reporting both about the direct
search of excited states (quarks and leptons), and the
study of indirect effects of four fermion contact interac-
tions. Currently the stronger bounds are provided from
the LHC experiments [7–9]. A recent analysis of the
photon + jet final state at
√
s = 8 TeV and with data
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 19.7 fb−1
the CMS experiment has excluded excited quarks with
masses (m∗) up to 3.5 TeV [10].
In a previous work [11] the production of the doubly
charged excited leptons L++ within an extended isospin
model based purely on gauge interactions [12] (no con-
tact interactions) was studied with regards to possible
signals at the LHC. Less studied are however the flavour
non-diagonal contact interactions which could equally
produce the exotic doubly charged excited leptons. In-
deed the first experimental search for contact interactions
in the charged current channel (qq¯′ → eν) is from the
CDF experiment [13]. It would be therefore interesting
to consider also the contribution of possible flavor con-
serving [4] but non-diagonal contact interactions [14, 15]
which could trigger the single production of the exotic
doubly charged leptons (ud¯ → L++`−) object of this
study. These interactions rely on the further model de-
pendent assumption that also quarks and leptons of dif-
ferent flavour would have to share common constituents,
(in addition to quarks and leptons). While in the previ-
ous work [11] the attention was focused on the pure gauge
model with magnetic type transition couplings here we
present a detailed analysis of the interplay between fla-
vor non-diagonal contact interactions and the pure gauge
model. The contact interaction is implemented in the
CalcHEP (pure gauge) model developed in [11] in order
to study the interplay of the two mechanisms. It will be
shown that the contact interaction mechanism dominates
the production process while the decay is dominated by
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2the gauge interactions in large portions of the parameter
space (Λ,m∗) as long as m∗ / Λ/3.
We also recall that doubly charged fermions are pre-
dicted in a variety of beyond the standard model sce-
narios: a) extra dimensional models including custodial
taus [16–20]; b) in string inspired models [21]; c) in su-
persymmetric extensions of left-right symmetric models,
where they appear as the supersymmetric partners of the
doubly charged scalar fields [22–25]. Doubly charged lep-
tons have also been considered in generic lepton triplets
minimally coupling to the standard model fields [26]. For
a model independent bottom-up approach which privi-
leges only the charge quantum number of the exotic par-
ticles and accounts only for the simplest representations
of the SU(2)L group (singlet, doublet and triplet) we
refer the reader to ref. [27].
We finally remark that the ATLAS and CMS collab-
orations have recently reported mass exclusion lower li-
mits for multi-charged (and long lived) particles. Based
on the run at
√
s = 7 TeV with an integrated luminos-
ity of L = 4.4 fb−1 the ATLAS collaboration excludes
doubly charged particles with masses from 50 GeV up
to 430 GeV [28]. The CMS Collaboration has published
a combined analysis of the run at
√
s = 7 TeV with
L = 5 fb−1, which excludes doubly charged particles up
to ≈ 550 GeV, and the run at √s = 8 TeV with L = 18.8
fb−1 where doubly charged particles are excluded up to
685 GeV [29]. These bounds apply to long lived parti-
cles (which decay outside the detector) and are based on
the assumption of Drell-Yan-like pair production, and do
not apply, strictly speaking, to promptly decaying doubly
charged particles like those that we consider here.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II
describes briefly the details of the model and the imple-
mentation in the CalcHEP generator. Section III will
discuss the decay and production of the exotic doubly
charged lepton comparing contact and gauge interaction
mechanisms. Section IV focusses on the final tri-lepton
signature and the corresponding SM background. Sec-
tion V is devoted to a discussion of fast detector simu-
lation. Finally section VI gives the final discussion and
the conclusions.
II. EXTENDED ISOSPIN MODEL
In hadronic physics the strong isospin symmetry al-
lowed to discover the baryon and meson resonances even
when quarks and gluons were still unknown. The prop-
erties of the hadronic states could be delineated using
the SU(2) and SU(3) symmetries. In analogy with this
we may expect that, for the electroweak sector, the weak
isospin spectroscopy could reveal some properties of ex-
cited fermions without reference to an internal structure.
The standard model fermions have IW = 0 and IW =
1/2 and the electroweak bosons have IW = 0 and IW = 1,
so, combining them, we can consider fermionic excited
states with IW ≤ 3/2. The multiplets with IW = 1
(triplet) and IW = 3/2 (quadruplet) include the doubly
charged leptons that are studied in this work:
L1 =
 L0L−
L−−
 , L3/2 =
 L
+
L0
L−
L−−

With similar multiplets for the antiparticles. While re-
ferring to the original work in [12] for a detailed dis-
cussion of all couplings and interactions we discuss here
only the main features of the higher multiplets and write
down only the relevant effective lagrangian density. We
refer to [11] for further details and here we mention only
that the higher isospin multiplets (IW = 1, 3/2) con-
tribute only to the iso-vector current and do not con-
tribute to the hyper-charge current. Therefore the parti-
cles of these higher multiplets interact with the standard
model fermions only via the W gauge field. For the ex-
otic doubly charged lepton of the IW = 1 triplet and the
one of the IW = 3/2 quadruplet the relevant interaction
lagrangians are respectively:
L(1)G =
gf1
Λ
(
L¯ σµν ∂
νWµ
1 + γ5
2
`
)
+ h.c. (1a)
L(3/2)G =
gf3
Λ
(
L¯σµν ∂
νWµ
1− γ5
2
`
)
+ h.c. (1b)
In the above Eqs. (1a,1b), L, ` are respectively the excited
and ordinary fermion spinor, and f1, f3 are dimension-
less coupling constants, expected to be of order one,
whose precise values could only be fixed within a specific
compositeness model. The above interaction lagrangians
were implemented in a CalcHEP model in [11]. Let us
now discuss contact interactions (CI). These can be in-
troduced [4] by an effective four-fermion lagrangian of
the type:
LCI = g
2
∗
Λ2
1
2
jµjµ (2a)
jµ = ηLf¯LγµfL + η′Lf¯∗Lγµf∗L + η′′Lf¯∗LγµfL + h.c.
+ (L→ R) (2b)
with g2∗ = 4pi and the η factors equal to unity. In this
work the right-handed currents, for simplicity, will be
neglected.
In [11] the gauge interactions in Eqs. (1) were im-
plemented in CalcHEP [30, 31] with the help of Feyn-
Rules [32] a Mathematica [33] package which allows to
obtain the Feynman rules of a given quantum field the-
ory model described by a known lagrangian. In this work
we have implemented the contact interaction in Eq. 2 in
the same CalcHEP model of ref. [11]. The operator in
Eq. 2 has to be entered ”by hand” in CalcHEP intro-
ducing an auxiliary gauge field [31] which is exchanged
by the fermion currents. Once this done the CalcHEP
generator can be used to in order to study of the inter-
play with the gauge interactions in the phenomenology of
the exotic states with respect to production cross sections
and the excited particles decays.
3q
q¯′ q¯′
qL++ L++
!− !−
a) b)
W+
FIG. 1. The Feynman diagrams of the production processes for L++ at the parton level a) trough contact interaction b)
trough gauge interaction
III. PRODUCTION AND DECAY OF THE
DOUBLY CHARGED LEPTONS
The doubly charged lepton is produced trough the pro-
cess pp → L++`−. At the parton level the process is
qq¯′ → L++`−, where q is an up-type quark and q¯′ is
a down-type antiquark, and L++ and `− belong to the
same lepton family, since we assume the conservation
of lepton family number. The process can take place
through both gauge and contact interaction, the two di-
agrams are shown in Fig. 1. The parton cross section for
the gauge interactions and the contact interactions are
respectively:
σˆGI =
α2
sin4 θW
V qq′CKM
36pisΛ2
(
s−m2∗
)2 (
s+ 2m2∗
)(
s−MW 2
)2
+ (MWΓW )
2
(3a)
σˆCI =
pi
12s
[ s
Λ2
]2(
1− m
2
∗
s
)2(
1 +
m2∗
s
)
×
[
1 +
s−m2∗
3(s+m2∗)
]
(3b)
where as it is customary for the contact interaction cou-
pling constant g∗, we have used the value g2∗ = 4pi.
We now discuss and present the production cross sec-
tion for the doubly charged leptons for proton proton
collisions as produced in the Cern LHC collider as stem-
ming from the partonic collisions and cross sections σˆ
discussed above. The QCD factorization theorem allows
to compute the hadronic cross section in terms of convo-
lution of the partonic cross sections σˆ and the universal
parton distribution functions fi which depend on the lon-
gitudinal momenutm fractions of the partons x, and on
the unphysical factorization scale Qˆ:
σ =
∑
ij
∫ 1
m2∗
s
dτ
∫ 1
τ
dx
x
fi
(
x,Q2
)
fj
(τ
x
,Q2
)
σˆ(τs,m∗)
where σˆ(τs,m∗) is the parton cross section evaluated at
the scaled energy
√
sˆ =
√
τs. We have used CTEQ6m
parton distribution functions [34]. The factorization and
renormalization scale has been set to Qˆ = m∗.
In Fig. 2 we present the production cross section for
both the gauge and the contact interaction for different
values of the LHC energy, namely,
√
s = 7,8,14 TeV.
It is evident that the contact interaction dominates the
production of the doubly charged excited lepton. In the
same figure we compare the analytical results with the
CalcHEP results, the agreement is very good, this ensure
that the CalcHEP model has been built correctly. We
have used the CTEQ6m parton distribution functions.
The dacay of the doubly charged lepton can take place
both through the gauge and contact interactions, and the
possible decays are
L++ → `+`′+ν`′ , L++ → `+qq¯′
where the lepton family of `′ can be equal to or different
from the family of `, q is an up-type quark and q¯′ is
a down-type antiquark. We computed the contribution
due to the gauge and contact interactions amplitudes as
well as the intereference of the two mechanisms. For
the decays which involve only light leptons and quarks,
the widths are computed by stright-forward methods. In
particular within the narrow-width approximation [35]
we find:
Γlight =
[
g2∗
Λ2
]2
m∗5
1536pi3
NcFs
+
m∗
(
V f1f2CKM
)2
1536pi3
(
g2G
)2(m2∗
Λ
)2
Nc
piMW
ΓW
×(
1− M
2
W
m∗2
)2(
2 +
M2W
m∗2
)
(4)
where Nc is the color factor of the Feynman diagram
and FS its symmetry factor. We note that within this
approximation there is no interference effect between the
gauge and contact amplitudes.
Next we write down an explicit expression for the three
body decay widths of the exotic doubly charged lepton by
allowing for one of the final state fermions to be massive
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FIG. 2. (Color on line) The production cross sections at 7 TeV (Solid line), 8 TeV (dashed line) and 14 TeV (dashed-dotted
line) for contact (red on line) and gauge (blue on line) interactions; the contact interaction dominates the production. The
analytical calculations are compared to the CalcHEP calculations (dots), the agreement is very good. We have used CTEQ6m
parton distribution functions [34]. The factorization and renormalization scale has been set to Qˆ = m∗. The results for the
gauge interactions are the same for both isospin values IW = 1 and IW = 3/2.
in order to take properly into account the decay involving the top quark. For the dacays that involve the top quark,
whose mass is not negligible, the width is:
Γtop =
[
g2∗
Λ2
]2
Nc FS
m5∗
1556pi3
[
(1− µ2)(1− 7µ2 − 7µ4 + µ6)− 24µ4 log(µ)]
+
m∗
(
V f1f2CKM
)2
3072pi3
(
g2G
)2(m2∗
Λ
)2
Nc
∫ m2∗
m2t
dQ2
Q2
(Q2 −M2W )2 + (MWΓW )2
(
1− m
2
t
Q2
)(
2− m
2
t
Q2
− m
4
t
Q4
)
×
(
1− Q
2
m2∗
)2(
2 +
Q2
m2∗
)
+
g2∗g
2
G
Λ3
m2∗ V
f1f2
CKM
256
√
2pi3
Nc
∫ m2∗
m2t
dQ2
Q2
(
Q2 −M2W
)
(Q2 −M2W )2 + (MWΓW )2
(
1− Q
2
m2∗
)2(
1− m
2
t
Q2
)(
2− m
2
t
Q2
− m
4
t
Q4
)
(5)
where µ = mt/m∗. Expressions for the decay of L++ to three light fermions are readily found from the above by
letting mt → 0. Note also that from the above Eq. (5) the formula in Eq. (4) is easily obtained in the limit ΓW → 0.
In Fig. 3 we compare the three contributions and their
sum for the decay L++ → `+`+ν`. For each value of
Λ there is a value of the mass of the doubly charged
excited lepton below which the gauge interaction dom-
inates, while above this value the contact interaction
will dominate. For Λ = (10, 15) TeV, this mass value
is ≈ (3500, 5500) GeV.
We will now discuss the final state signature generated
by the decay of the doubly charged lepton to a pair of
same sign leptons and a neutrino:
pp→ `−L++ → `−`+`+ν` (6)
the so-called tri-lepton final state signature which has
been shown to be interesting enough even in the case
of gauge interactions only [11] where it has been shown
that it is characterized by a same sign dilepton invariant
mass distribution which is highly correlated with doubly
charged lepton mass. The cross section for this signature
is estimated in the small width approximation as the pro-
duction rate times the branching ratio (B) of the decay
L++ → `+`+ν`:
σ(pp→ `−`+`+ν`) = σ(pp→ `−L++) ×
B(L++ → `+`+ν`) (7)
In Fig. 4 we show the results for
√
s = 7, 8 and 14 TeV
and for Λ = 10 and 15 TeV. We see that the cross-section
values for the considered final state (σB) are quite en-
couraging. For example at the next run with
√
s = 14
TeV it still of the order of 4 × 10−2 fb for Λ = 10 TeV
with masses as large as m∗ = 3 TeV which would provide
O(10) or O(100) events with an integrated luminosity of
respectively L = 300 fb−1 or L = 3000 fb−1 (more at
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FIG. 3. (Color on line) Width of the doubly charged excited letpon. One can see that over most of the parameter space analysed
the decay is dominated by the gauge interactions. Only when the mass of the excited doubly charged lepton approaches the
compositeness scale (m∗ ∼ Λ) we notice that the contact interaction mechanism becomes sizeable with the gauge mechanism
and for even larger masse will eventually take over.
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FIG. 4. (Color on line) The cross sections of the tri-lepton final state signature (pp→ `−L++ → `−`+`+ν`) at 14 TeV (solid
line), 8 TeV (dashed line) and 7 TeV (dashed-dotted line).
lower masses). These results prompted us to make a de-
tailed analysis of the signal with respect to the standard
model background in conjunction with a fast simulation
of the detector response.
IV. SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND
The tri-lepton final state signature considered in this
work, see Eq. (6) receives background from the following
standard model processes:
pp →W+Z0 → `−`+`+ν`
pp →W+γ → `−`+`+ν`
pp → `+γ∗ν` → `−`+`+ν`
This background has been studied in the detail in ref. [11]
in the context of the same signature associated to the
pure gauge interaction model and hence the main fea-
tures can be taken from there [11]. It turns out that the
background is dominated by the WZ process.
We studied the differences in the kinematic distribu-
tions of signal and background by means of CalcHEP.
The transverse momentum of `+ and `− in the signal
is higher than in the background, see Fig. 5 (Top-left,
Center-left) and this is as we expect, in fact in the sig-
nal the pT of the associated lepton (`
−) has to balance
the high mass of the doubly charged lepton (L++) in or-
der to conserve the four-momentum that initially is zero
on the transverse plane and the `+ comes from the de-
cay of the heavy particle. In the background instead
the energy scale is given by the mass of the electroweak
gauge bosons, that is supposedly much lower than the ex-
cited lepton mass. We can infer that the leading positron
transverse momentum distribution allows a better dis-
crimination between signal and background than the elec-
tron transverse momentum distribution.
By means of the study of the like-sign dilepton invari-
ant mass distribution we can obtain information about
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Top-left: The leading positron transverse momentum distribution realized by CalcHEP. Top-right: The
leading positron pseudorapidity distribution realized by CalcHEP. Center-left: The electron transverse momentum distribution
realized by CalcHEP. Center-right: The electron pseudorapidity distribution realized by CalcHEP. Bottom-left: The same sign
dilepton invariant mass distribution realized by CalcHEP in the region where the decay is dominated by the gauge interaction.
Bottom-right: The same sign dilepton invariant mass distribution realized by CalcHEP in the region where the decay is
dominated by the contact interaction.
the mass of the excited lepton.
Indeed in the decay of L++ the dominant interaction
is the gauge one and it has the dilepton topology. For
this kind of decay, as suggested in [36], the like-sign dilep-
ton invariant mass distribution presents a maximum very
close to the end point, it is given by:
[m2(`+`+)]max =
(m2∗ −M2W )(M2W −m2ν)
M2W
∼= m2∗ −M2W
The condition m∗  MW is generally satisfied so that
[m`+`+ ]max ∼= m∗ and the end-point of the distribution is
sharply related to the mass of the exotic doubly charged
7lepton.
The like-sign di-lepton invariant mass distribution is
shown in Fig. 5 (Bottom-left, Bottom-right) in compar-
ison with that of the standard model background at a
fixed point in the parameter space. The signal and back-
ground are well separated. Note that Fig. 5 (Bottom-
left) samples a region of the parameter space (m∗  Λ)
where the gauge interaction dominates the decay of the
doubly charged lepton and this is reflected in a dilepton
invariant mass distribution which is sharply peaked at his
endpoint in line with what has been found in the pure
gauge model [11]. In Fig. 5 (Bottom-right) we show the
di-lepton invariant mass distribution for a point of the
parameter space where the decay is instead dominated
by the contact interactions (m∗ ≈ Λ) . We see that the
distribution is much broader and it has a peak distin-
guished from the end point which is however always very
sharp at the heavy mass m∗. This feature is quite im-
portant as it might be used eventually to disentangle the
pure gauge model from the one which includes contact
interactions.
V. FAST SIMULATION AND
RECONSTRUCTED OBJECTS
CalcHEP allows to obtain kinematic distributions for
particles ideally detected with an efficiency of 100%, they
aren’t related reconstruction issues. In this section we
want to provide a more realistic description of the sig-
nature at LHC, introducing the effects of detectors such
as acceptance, efficiency and resolution in recostructing
kinematic variables, this causes the spreading of the dis-
tribution and the sampling of only a part of the entire
phase-space. In order to realize this purpose we inter-
faced the LHE file given as output by the event genera-
tor of CalcHEP with the software DELPHES [37]. The
LHE file contains the particles in the final state with their
fourmomentum. This file can be read by DELPHES that
simulates the response of a detector according to a set of
parameters provided by a configuration file; a CMS-like
scenario has been used.
Firstly we considered the signal for an excited lepton
of mass m∗ = 500 GeV and Λ = 10 TeV and the WZ pro-
duction SM background, which produces the main contri-
bution. For both the signal and the background we gen-
erated 10000 events, in order to have enough statistics to
evaluate the efficiency of the detector. Than we selected
only the events with the presence of `+`+`− uniquely re-
constructed by the detector. For these events we studied
the kinematic distributions to find a cut to discriminate
among the signal and background. In Fig. 6 (Left) we
compare the reconstructed transverse momentum distri-
bution of the leading positron both for the signal and
background. The two distributions are quite separated
and this clearly suggests that an high enough cut on
this kinematic variable (pT & 100 GeV) will dramati-
cally reduce the background while leaving substantially
unaltered the signal. In Fig. 5 (Top-right, Center-right)
we can observe that the final state particles have a wider
pseudorapidity distribution in the background relative to
the signal, so we espect a lower number of accepted back-
ground events because a larger number of particles has
a pseudorapidity above the detector acceptance. Fig. 6
(Right) shows that pseudorapidity does not discriminate
between signal and background. Therefore the best dis-
criminating observable is the leading positron pT and we
impose the following cut:
pT (e
+
1 ) > 150 GeV (8)
where e+1 is the positron with the highest transverse mo-
mentum. Table I shows, for each selection criterion, the
number of events that pass it and the corrispondent effi-
ciency.
We present also the reconstructed di-lepton invariant
mass distribution after the detector response considering
a luminosity of 300 fb−1, it is shown for both the signal
and background in Fig. 7, along with an estimate of the
statistical error. The signal distribution is still quite sep-
arated and visible above that of the background. This
is an important conclusion which hints at this invariant
mass distribution as an effective tool to pin down the
doubly charged lepton mass.
Finally, at a given integrated luminosity L and for any
point of the parameter space (Λ,m∗) we can evaluate
the expected number of events for the signal (NS) and for
the background (Nb) as well as the statistical significance
(S):
Ns = Lσss , Nb = Lσbb , S =
Ns√
Nb
. (9)
Applying the same procedure for a range of values of
Λ in the interval [4, 15] TeV and of m∗ in the interval
[500, 3000] GeV we obtained the statistical significance,
within the statistical error, as function of the two param-
eters (Λ,m∗) and we delimited the experimental evidence
region (S ≥ 3) and the discovery region (S ≥ 5). We did
this for three different values of luminosity L = 30, 300
and 3000 fb−1, respectively the luminosity of run I, run
II and HL-LHC. The results are shown in Fig. 8.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have included contact interactions
(CI) in the phenomenology of exotic composite leptons
of charge Q = +2e at the LHC. Such states appear in
extended composite models of higher isospin multiplets,
IW = 1 and IW = 3/2. In particular the doubly charged
leptons L++ of these models naturally couple with the
Standard Model fermions through the electroweak W -
gauge boson (magnetic type gauge interactions) and their
decay channels are precisely identified. These new reso-
nant states are expected on general grounds if a further
level of substructure exists.
8TABLE I. The number of events for both signal and background after applying the selection criteria and the cut on the
transverse momentum of the highest transverse momentum positron (e+1 ) at
√
s = 14 TeV and with m∗ = 500 GeV. The
reconstruction efficiency and the event selection efficiency have been optimized with respect to the signal, assuming the electron
channel.
Events SIG (m∗ = 500 GeV) BKG (WZ) selected/total SIG selected/total BGK
GENERATED EVENTS 10000 10000 1 1
Reco e+ e+ e− 6144 2428 0.61 0.24
pT
(
e+1
)
> 150 GeV 6065 65 0.99 0.03
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Left: The leading positron transverse momentum distribution, this observable was choosen to make the
kinematical cut. Right: The leading positron pseudo-rapidity distribution, for this observable the signal is not very distinct
from the background.
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Invariant mass distribution of the same sign dilepton after the fast simulation of the detector
reconstruction at
√
s = 14 TeV and L = 300 fb−1. The full dots are the sum of signal and background distributions and
the vertical bars show the statistical errors. We can still see the clear separation of the signal distribution, which is strongly
correlated with the mass of the doubly charged lepton, from the background distribution. On the left panel we show the case
(Λ = 10 TeV,m∗ = 1000 TeV) while the right panel is for (Λ = 15 TeV,m∗ = 1000 TeV)
In a previous paper [11] the extended isospin model,
originally discussed in ref. [12] in its essential features,
has been implemented in the CalcHEP generator only
with respect to the gauge interactions (GI). In this work
we have included in the same CalcHEP model the contact
interactions which we find to dominate the production
mechanism of the doubly charged leptons. The contact
interaction has to be implemented by hand in CalcHEP
via an auxiliary field. We compare some analytical results
with those of CalcHEP numerical sessions, such as parton
cross sections and decay widths, in order to cross-check
and validate the newly defined CalcHEP model. We find
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Contour maps for S = 5 and S = 3 in the parameter space (m∗,Λ) of the statistical significance for√
s = 14 TeV and for three different values of the integrated luminosity L = 30, 300, 3000 fb−1. The solid lines are the central
values and the dashed lines are the extremes of the error bands. The region above the curves are excluded. In the lower right
panel we compare the 5-sigma exclusion plots at the three different values of the integrated luminosity.
that in the parameter space (Λ,m∗) the decay of the dou-
bly charged lepton is mostly dominated by gauge interac-
tions. More precisely for each value of Λ there is a value
of the mass of excited doubly charged lepton (m∗) below
which the GI dominates the decay while above m∗ the
decay is dominated by the CI. For Λ = (10, 15) TeV we
have m∗ ≈ (3500, 5500) GeV. In any case our CalcHEP
model can coherently handle both contributions.
As regards the LHC phenomenology of the doubly
charged leptons we concentrated on the leptonic sig-
nature deriving from the decays L++ → `+ `+ ν` i.e.
p p → `− (`+ `+) ν`. Thus our main interest is in the
tri-lepton signature with a same sign (and same flavour)
di-lepton which is well known to be characterised by a
low Standard Model background. The particular topol-
ogy, allows for a clear separation of the signal and back-
ground [11].
We studied the main kinematic distributions for both
signal and background, finding out clear differences
among them. We showed that the invariant mass dis-
tribution of the same-sign dilepton system has a sharp
end point corresponding to the excited lepton mass m∗.
The same feature is absent in the invariant mass distri-
bution of the SM background. Thus the invariant mass
m(`+,`+) is the most discriminating variable among signal
and background as shown in Fig. 5 (Bottom-left, Bottom-
right).
The CalcHEP generator with the new model imple-
menting both gauge and contact interactions produces
parton level events which refer to ideal final state parti-
cles, as an ideal detector would reveal them, i.e. detec-
tion efficiency and misidentification of particles are not
considered at all. We provide a more realistic descrip-
tion of our processes (signal and background) developing
an interface among the CalcHEP LHE output and the
general purpose detector simulator DELPHES. We ap-
ply general purpose selection cuts and identify a cut on
the transverse momentum of the highest energetic lepton
(pT (e1) > 150 GeV) (see Eq. 8) that reject background
events as much as possible (low efficiency) and save sig-
nal events as much as possible (high efficiency). The ef-
ficiency of the detector is also considered: tracker resolu-
tion, calorimeter resolution and geometrical acceptance.
The invariant mass distribution m(`+,`+) after the loss of
events due to the detector efficiency and the smearing
effect are included with an estimate of the statistical er-
ror, is shown to retain its peculiar characteristics of being
(i) extremely well separated from that of the background
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and (ii) strongly correlated with the mass of the deputy
charged lepton. See Fig. 7.
The final conclusion of this study is that the produc-
tion of the hypothetical doubly charged leptons pecu-
liar of extended weak isospin composite models is sub-
stantially increased by contact interactions relative to
the pure gauge model studied in [11]. Preliminary fast
detector simulations based on DELPHES provide the
exclusion curves, with only statistical error bands, in
the (Λ,m∗) parameter space, at 3 or 5 sigma level (see
Fig. 8) indicating mass reaches at a fixed Λ = 10 TeV of
m∗ ≈ (1200, 1850, 2500) GeV with integrated luminosity
of L = (30, 300, 3000) fb−1 respectively.
Overall these results are quite encouraging and cer-
tainly warrant a full fledged dedicated analysis by the
experimental collaborations in view of the next, upcom-
ing, run at
√
s = 14 TeV of the LHC accelerator.
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